FALL 2020
WEEKLY ONLINE
WRITING SESSIONS

Need some help with . . .
- Generating ideas for a paper, project, or discussion post?
- Time management and writing for courses?
- Going through challenging passages of research/readings?

DAYS/TIMES (IN EST):*
Tuesdays 5 - 6 p.m.
Wednesdays 7 - 8 p.m.

LOCATION:
OUR BB COLLAB ROOM
(CLICK "ROOM" FOR THE LINK!)

Do you need a camera? No; in fact, we don't use the camera function. During the session, you may share your work (by uploading files), speak with others in the session (with a headset/mic, if you have one), and/or use the chatbox to type questions and responses to other participants.

* Except for holidays or closures